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DALIT WOMEN AND ROLE OF ADVOCACY 
GROWTH VIOLENCE AGAINST DALIT WOMEN

Abstract:-
Verifiably, the standing framework left the most minimal positions 

(Dalits) at the base of the social, political and financial set up in India. The Indian 
constitution calls them Scheduled Castes (Scs) and has attempted to end their 
underestimation also separation through legitimate measures. To stop segregation 
specifically, the act of untouchability is banned and progressive laws have been 
gone to quit debasing practices authorized upon Dalits. Governmental policy 
regarding minorities in society as a reservation approach was embraced, giving Scs 
procurements for securing government employments to guarantee their financial 
and social improvement. In the meantime, to bring them into the political choice 
making methodology, they were additionally given shares in illustrative 
establishmentsarliament,administrative congregations and neighborhood 
governments). Separated from these sacred and lawful measures, various strategy 
activities have been launched in the most recent six decades at different 
administration levels to enhance the financial states of the SC group .

Keywords:Dalit Women , social, political , Violence AgainstDalits .

INTRODUCTION 
However, even after six decades of Indian independence, the condition of SCs has not 

improved much. They not only remain at the bottom of the social hierarchy but also face multiple 
challenges in accessing their rights. Policies have often remained only on paper and society has 
resisted change. Attempts at social reform have also produced violence.Dalit women are positioned 
at the bottom of India’s caste, class and gender hierarchies. They experience endemic gender and 
caste discrimination and violence as an outcome of severely imbalanced social, economic and 
political power equations. A high number of caste related crimes occur against the SC community in 
general and Dalit women in particular in Haryana. PRIA has been working to bring about 
participatory social change, especially for the SC community in Haryana, for nearly a decade now. 
PRIA has worked with panchayats and municipalities in Haryana so that they can function as true 
units of self-development to help them achieve the goals of social justice and equity and the MDG of 
gender equality and empowerment. Through its innovative and participatory approaches, PRIA has 
stablished a considerably strong network in the state. PRIA’s presence in Haryana is well recognized 
by the state and district administrations and with elected leaders. Since 2005, PRIA has primarily 
worked in Sonepat district on gender issues. At the district level, during 2008-10, a network of women 
leaders, both elected and non-elected, was formed through the project ‘Women’s Political 
Empowerment and Leadership’ (WPEL). The ‘Campaign on Sex Selection in Haryana’ strived to 
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develop the political leadership of women and Scheduled Castes in panchayats against the issue of 
sex selection. Collectives (clusters) were developed and effectively engaged in spreading social 
education on gender issues with specific reference to sex selective techniques.Building on its 
presence and earlier work, PRIA undertook the current Violence Against Dalit Women project, 
supported by The Asia Foundation.

AN INTRODUCTION TO VIOLENCE AGAINSTDALITS / DALIT LADIES
Human improvement pointers reliably reflect ladies' low status in ranges of wellbeing, 

instruction, political support and societal position. Nussbaum (2000) is of the view that ladies over 
the world face uncommon issues connected with their sex. 'Absence of key backing for heading lives 
that are ompletelyhuman... are every now and again brought on by their being ladies… Thus, actually 
when they live in a protected vote based system, for example, India, where they are equivalents in 
principle, they are peasants truly' (p. 4). Viciousness against ladies is a standout amongst the most 
fierce results of the financial, social, political and social imbalances that exist between the genders. 
Unabated roughness against ladies and young ladies represents more demise and incapacity overall 
among ladies matured 15 to 44 than war, growth, jungle fever and auto collisions. No less than one 
out of each three ladies far and wide has been beaten, constrained into sex or overall mishandled in 
her lifetime, with the abuser typically somebody known to her. In present day equipped clashes, 70% 
of setbacks are non-warriors, 

the vast majority of them being ladies and kids. Ladies are focused to bring alarm and 
embarrassment and to rebuff and isolate groups (Womankind, 2012). On the event of International 
Women's Day on 8 March 2007, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon said, 'Savagery against ladies 
and young ladies proceeds unabated in every landmass, nation and society. It takes a destroying toll 
on ladies' lives, on their families, and on society all in all. Most social orders disallow such 

2 violence...yet in all actuality again and again it is concealed or implicitly condoned.'
The United Nations in 1993 characterized Violence Against Women (VAW) as 'any 

demonstration of sex based brutality that brings about, or is prone to bring about, physical, sexual or 
mental mischief or enduring to a lady, including dangers of such acts, compulsion or self-assertive 
hardships of freedom, whether happening in broad daylight or private life'. It is evaluated that like 
clockwork a lady is attacked and at regular intervals a lady is sexually annoyed in India. 'Eve teasing' 
has turned into an every day peril for practically all ladies, something to be endured, frequently 
rejected as 'ordinary'. Studies show that the greatness of unreported cases is a few times the authority 
figures (Srinivasan, 1998). 

The Dalit3 group constitutes around 250 million individuals and practically a large portion 
of them are ladies. Dalits are the most minimized rank gathering in the progression of Indian culture 
(Mittal, 2010) and very inclined to episodes of viciousness against them, extending from verbal ill-
use to physical attack, lewd behavior, assault and considerably kil.
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Table 1.1 presents the various type of violence against Dalits in India between 2008 and 2012

Table 1.1: Crimes Against the Dalit Community in India (2008-2012)

In 2007, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) conveyed 
its closing perceptions in regards to India's agreeability with the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD). The Committee's report discovered 
that 'accepted isolation of Dalits perseveres' and highlighted precise misuse against Dalits including 
torment and extrajudicial killings, and a "disturbing" degree of sexual viciousness against Dalit 
ladies. The closing perception of the panel affirms that India has fizzled to legitimately secure Dalits 
and tribal groups (Human Right Watch, 2007).

Dalit ladies are situated at the base of India's position, class and sex orders. They encounter 
endemic sexual orientation and station separation and brutality as a result of extremely imbalanced 
social, financial and political power mathematical statements. Ladies are regularly seen as an image 
of a group's eminence and this is similarly valid for the Dalit group. Hence, an outcast abusing the 
honor of their ladies flags the weakness of the Dalits to ensure their womenfolk. Furthermore there 
are individuals who won't endure any attestation by Dalit ladies and are prepared to stifle them and/or 
their voice no matter what. By chance, this marvel additionally represents a significant test for the 
strengthening of Dalit ladies, who are not ready to stand in opposition to the abominations submitted 
against them. A late three-year investigation of 500 Dalit ladies' encounters of savagery over four 
Indian states uncovered that thelarger part of Dalit ladies confronted one or more occurrences of 
verbal ill-use (62.4%), physical attack (54.8%), sexual badgering and attack (46.8%), abusive 
behavior at home (43.0%) and assault (23.2%) (Irudayam et al., 2007).

VARIABLES CONTRIBUTING TO VIOLENCE AGAINST DALIT LADIES
There are a few elements which impact the powerless status of Dalit ladies – feeble 

financial conditions, reliance on the assets of predominant positions, low reading proficiency levels 
and patriarchal tandards. Absence of information about legitimate rights, government plans and 
arrangements adds to this defenselessne.

TENDING TO VIOLENCE AGAINST DALIT WOMEN
The Indian government, as a signatory of Cedaw,7 has different laws and supporting 

systems to ensure ladies against viciousness. Various measures and activities have additionally been 
received to address specifically position based viciousness and oppression ladies. The state and 
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Crime 
Year % variation 

(2012-2013) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012  2013 

Murder 673 674 626 624 570  673 18.1 

Rape 1217 1349 1457 1346 1349 1557 15.4 

Kidnapping 
&Abduction 

280 332 482 512 511 616 20.5 

Dacoity 30 23 51 44 42 36 -14.3 

Robbery 90 86 85 70 75 54 -28.0 

Arson 226 238 225 195 150 169 12.7 

Hurt 3760 3814 4216 4410 4376 4247 -2.9 

Protection of 
civilrights acts 

405 206 248 168 143 67 -53.1 

SC/ST(Prevention 
ofAtrocities) Act 

8581 9819 11602 11143 10513 11342 7.9 

Others 11808 13490 14623 15082 14893 14958 -0.2 

TOTAL 27070 30031 33615 33594 32712 33719 3.1 
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national government divisions managing improvement of the SC group additionally offer a number 
of plans and procurements for their upliftment. Some of them are:

vCounteractive action of Atrocities Act 1989 
vNational Scheme of Liberation and Rehabilitation of Scavengers and their Dependents (NSLRS) 

(1992)
v Plan of Special Educational Development Program for Scheduled Caste Girls having a place with 

lowreading proficiency sections (1996) 
vStipend in-Aid to Voluntary Organizations working for Scheduled Castes.
There are separate legal services and provisions to help women feel more secure when they are 
victims of violenc.

FREE LEGAL AID :- 
Area 12 of the Legal Services Authorities Act 1987 (read in conjunction with Rule 19 of the 

Haryana State Legal Services Authority) determines persons qualified free of charge lawful support 
at the cost of the state. The principle expresses that each individual not able to captivate a legal 
counselor because of destitution, neediness or circumstances of incommunicado is qualified free of 
charge lawful administration at the expense of the state. This qualification to free lawful support is 
definitely not 

subject to whether the particular individual in need of help makes an application before the 
officer/sessions judge; rather the onus is on the judge her/himself who is compelled by a solemn 
obligation to illuminate the charged/casualty of his/her right to acquire free legitimate help. The 
exemption would be the point at which the denounced/victimized person is not eager to exploit  the 
free legitimate administrations gave by the state.

PERMANENT LEGAL AID CLINICS IN VILLAGES AND JAILS :-
Under the National Legal Services Authority (Legal Aid Regulations) 2011, lawful help 

facilities are obliged to be situated up in either a town or group of towns. Para lawful volunteers are 
relied upon to go to the perpetual legitimate help centers on planned dates to give lawful support to 
defendants. Haryana State Legal Services Authority has additionally settled lasting lawful help 
centers/focuses on the whole the correctional facilities/sub prisons of the state. It is the obligation of 
the backers empanelled under the Legal Aid Counsel plan to frequently visit focal/locale 
penitentiaries/sub correctional facilities at pointed out interims as regulated by the District Legal 
Services Powers and Sub Divisional Legal Services Committees to give legitimate exhortation to the 
blamed/convicts.

SPECIAL CELLS FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN:-
These phones work towards guaranteeing that ladies and kids are perceived as people with 

equivalent rights and opportunities in the public arena, including the chance to live Page 20peaceful 
and brutality free lives. As gave under the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act 2005 
and Disallowance of Child Marriage Act 2006, the Department of Women and Child Development, 
Haryana has named full time Protection-cum-Child Marriage Prohibition Officers for each one 
region.

The office has likewise designated one specialist at the central command to arrange the 
work of the Protectioncum-Child Marriage Prohibition Officers and guarantee viable usage of the 
Domestic Violence Act 2005 also Prohibition of Child Marriage Act 2006. Since the way of the 
obligations under Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act and Prohibition of Child 
Marriage Act requires viable co-appointment with the police, unique cells for ladies and youngsters 
have been built in the Office of the Superintendent of Police in each locale to guarantee powerful 
execution of these two demonstrations.

ALL WOMEN POLICE STATIONS:-
so as to empower reporting of wrongdoings against ladies and a more delicate treatment of 
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such cases, the constitution of All Women Police Stations in Haryana is a critical step. These police 
stations have incredible esteem in making police benefits more open to ladies, as these mediations 
have been planned remembering the socio-social environment. Rustic ladies specifically are 
extremely hesitant to approach male police authorities. Enactment, lawful administrations and 
financial advancement and projects alone can never realize social change. It is essential that the 
establishments speaking to society and those that give contemporary initiative, in particular, 
generally chose bodies get to be dynamic in achieving social change. It is similarly fundamental that 
the main stakeholder, i.e., the lady, is enabled to have the capacity to claim her rights. Towards this 
end, PRIA's methodology included.

Strengthening institutions of local self-governance, in particular Social Justice Committees:-
The activity fundamentally captivated with nearby governments at all levels to empower 

them to wind up compelling in tending to the issue of brutality against ladies, particulary Dalit ladies, 
in their separate ranges. It tried to fortify the responsiveness and responsibility of nearby 
governments on this issue. Sufficient backing was given by advancing an empowering environment 
for nearby governments to exhibit their social and politico-managerial forces to convey cement 
brings about closure savagery against Dalit ladies.

Capacity building of women:-
Ladies were the center of the venture and henceforth enabling them as essential 

stakeholders to claim their legitimate space was a vital territory of mediation. Limits of chose ladies 
delegates were assembled to bring the issue up in gatherings. Initiative and logical limits of youthful 
Dalit ladies were raised to empower their engagement with panchayats and districts on the issue.

Building multi-stakeholder involvement on the issue of violence against Dalit women:-
Strong components to panchayats and regions in actualizing the procurements and 

enactment to ensure Dalit ladies against brutality was given through multi-stakeholder mindfulness 
era. Endeavors were made to bring common society bunches (Csos, Cbos, youth bunches, media, the 
educated community) together to all things considered voice the issue of roughness against ladies at 
diverse levels. Valuable engagement of Csos with nearby administration organizations supports 
responsibility and brings weight for proper changes in arrangements and managerial instruments.

CONCLUSIONS :-
PRIA's intercession in Sonepat locale on the issue of savagery against the Dalit group and 

specifically Dalit ladies has highlighted that segregation and roughness by the privileged societies is 
still widespread and to a great extent goes unreported. Notwithstanding strategies, enactment and 
protected alterations to address issues of insurance of rights what's more consideration of the Dalit 
group and ladies, the truth on the ground demonstrates that change has not occurred. The financial 
and political states of the group have not enhanced to the degree conceived. There are three essential 
electorates that PRIA needs to work with in place that the lives of the individuals from 
underestimated groups enhance and they accomplish an equivalent position and status in the public 
arena.
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